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INS Security Policy
1. Introduction
Security is critical to the success of INS’s1 strategy. It’s much more than a simple enabler and is
considered a unique selling point for the organisation. It is essential that INS adopts effective
security arrangements to deliver its strategy, providing its stakeholders (including employees)
and customers with confidence in our organisation. We don’t just want to do security, we want to
live and breathe it.
2. Purpose & Scope
The purpose of this policy is to outline INS’s commitments in developing, implementing and
managing its security arrangements. This policy applies to all INS staff and contractors and
captures the full spectrum of security, namely, personnel, physical, information (inclusive of
Sensitive Nuclear Information (SNI)), cyber, supply chain, and operational security.
3. Commitments
INS adopts an integrated approach to security based on a number of overarching principles
including the ‘need to know’, ‘defence in depth’ and ‘graded approach’. In doing so it is reliant
upon effective technology, procedures, and people. In applying its security arrangements INS
will ensure compliance with all pertinent legislative and regulatory instruments.
To achieve this INS will:
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Obtain and, as appropriate, disseminate security threat information
Articulate its security risk appetite
Continue to comply with all relevant regulations and legislation
Deliver strong security leadership and governance
Appoint suitably qualified and experienced personnel to design and deliver credible
security arrangements and expert security advice
Provide sufficient education and training for staff and contractors
Sustain an effective security culture that is inclusive, motivational, and valued
Be innovative in its approach to technology, procedures and people
Take appropriate action against those who breach our security expectation
Conduct effective security oversight of our supply chain
Listen and act upon security concerns
Ensure security arrangements are proportionate and security measures are enabling

This policy applies to INS Group and PNTL – INS Group consists INS, INS-F, INS-J

